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 Previously Unreleased Sketches - Volume 2. Originally intended for release as "Collected Sketches 2", this edit has been altered
to give it a higher priority and complete it before the final release of the first volume. The original mixed version can be found
here. The exact edition will be sold out before the new EP comes out. Available exclusively in Europe. Previously Unreleased

Sketches - Volume 1. Originally intended for release as "Collected Sketches", this edit has been altered to give it a higher
priority and complete it before the final release of the first volume. The original mixed version can be found here. Available

exclusively in Europe. The following version of "City Ghost" contains several different remixes from unreleased tracks
produced in late 2010 by our resident European remix experts! It features remixes by brand new guest musicians alongside the
original Sketches' guitarist Jakob "Valient" Nielsen. This version of the track originally was released on the "Sketches" official
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video on Sketches' channel. We recommend to check this version out while you're still able to purchase this "Blackbox" edition
and enjoy more of Jakob Nielsen's work! Please note that the "Music On Hold" version for this track can be found on our "A

Boy And A Girl" playlist here. The following version of "Can't Get Enough Of Your Love" contains a radio edit from an
unreleased track produced in late 2010 by our resident radio engineer Adam Simonsen! It features a different vocal version of
the song together with the original Sketches' guitarist Jakob "Valient" Nielsen. This version of the track originally was released
on the "Sketches" official radio show in 2011. We recommend to check this version out while you're still able to purchase this

"Blackbox" edition and enjoy more of Jakob Nielsen's work! The following version of "A Boy And A Girl" contains a radio edit
from an unreleased track produced in late 2010 by our resident radio engineer Adam Simonsen! It features a different vocal

version of the song together with the original Sketches' guitarist Jakob "Valient" Nielsen. This version of the track originally was
released on the "Sketches" official radio show in 2011. We recommend to check this 520fdb1ae7
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